
Now available in 2 different versions

NEW&basic 
pro

Finimaster



220% more 
volume of 
abrasive 
material in 
comparison 
with current 
wheels.

This powerful machine with an  
extremely high torque guarantees 
spectacular power transmission.  
The adjustable speed guarantees  
comfort and easy use.

The ingeniously positioned handgrip 
guarantees a 100% controlled  
working pressure.  

Result: a uniform and flawless finish 
in less time, using less material, on 
plate materials and round and  
rectangular piping.

Whether for satinising, structuring, 
homogenising, brushing, roughing, 
cleaning, polishing, etc, the Finimaster® 
combines high user comfort with a  
finish comparable to that of a  
stationary machine.

The Finimaster’s® great appetite for 
work can be seen in the wide range  
of brushes, belts, finishing and  
grinding wheels that can be used  
with this machine.

Easily adjusta-
ble protec-
tive cover 
increases the 
usability and 
accessibility.

Fast and 
simple 
change of 
wheels.

Grinds from 
almost every 
conceivable 
position.

Finimaster II added bonuses

Stable and 
cool thanks 
to the large 
diameter of 
the wheels.



Your benefits

General:
- Uniform, flawless finish
- Faster grinding & faster results
- Perfect working pressure control
- Suitable for plate materials and for 
 round and rectangular pipes
- Grinding up to the corner  
 also possible

Only with Finimaster II:
- You can grind from almost any  
 position thanks to the ingenious  
 adjustable protective cover.
- Faster material exchange  
 & less material exchange
- Cooler grinding
- Up to 220% more grinding material

General characteristics

- Double-toothed gear transmission:  
 This ensures an extremely high torque, 
 resulting in spectacular power  
 transmission.
- Tachometer:  
 This innovative electronic device  
 guarantees continuous revolution  
 speed, even with a high load, monitors  
 the coil temperature, and ensures  
 electronic restart protection. 
- Continuously adjustable speed:   
 From 900 to 2810 rpm.
- Patented powder coating:   
 Extra protection for the motor against 
 dust penetration (lifespan up to 50%  
 longer)
- 1200 watt motor
- Double bearing system
- Handle: 
 Perpendicular above the grinding  
 wheel, mounted for perfect pressure  
 control.
- Protective cover:  
 Solidly built and easy to adjust.
- Metal case:   
 Each set comes in a strong  
 metal case.

Applications
For processing:
- Stainless steel
- Aluminium
- Brass
- Copper
- Plastics
- Wood
- And more

Purpose:
- Sanitising
- Structuring
- Homogenising
- Brushing
- Roughing
- Cleaning
- Polishing
- And more



FINIMASTER II sets  Basic & Pro

CONTENT OF BASIC code FMBAset1

1200 Watt drive motor with fixed protective cover for wheels  
Ø 100 x 100 mm with key seat.

Tex wheel 

Grit 80 - Ø 100 mm - Order number FMTA/80/100100

1

Drive wheel

Polyurethane - Order number FMSB1

1

Inflatable wheel

Ø 90 mm- Order number FMNU374

1

TrizactTM sleeves

Grit 300 - Order number 337DC/300/293x100

2

Surface conditioning belts 
Coarse - Order number  FMVT/FE1/305x100
Medium - Order number  FMVT/FE2/305x100
Very fine - Order number  FMVT/FE3/305x100

1
2
1

Cloth zirc. abrasive belts
Grit 40 - Order number  FMTZ59/40/293X100 
Grit 80 - Order number  FMTZ59/80/293X100 
Grit 120 - Order number  FMTZ59/120/293X100 

1
1
1

Cloth endless zirc belts 

Grit 80 - Order number  JF4T/80/675X40 
Grit 120 - Order number JF4T/120/675X40

1
1

Open velcro belts  
Ultra fine - Order number  FMGRT/SUF/60040
Fine - Order number  FMGRT/AF/60040
+ fastener - FMGRSL50030

2
2
1

Attachments

Flat spanner order number SMFLP24070
Pump order number  FMNUM/P

1
1

Set 1 :
See the table below for the contents.

Set 2 contains the complete contents of set 1 plus:

- 1 combiwheel Ø 120 mm Order number FMCM/80/120110 (only FMCI)
- 1 combiwheel Ø 100 mm Order number FMCA/80/100100 (only FMBA)
- 1 spray can Inoxiclean Order number SPIC 
- 1 abrasive rubber   Order number FORU/60 
- 1 Inoxytape roll  Order number MHIT

CONTENT OF PRO code FMCIPRS1

1200 Watt drive motor, with easy-adjust protective cover for wheels  
Ø 120 x 110 mm with fast exchange system.

Tex wheel 

Grit 80 - Ø 120 mm - Order number FMTM/80/120110

1

Drive wheel

Rubber- Order number FMSBM1

1

Inflatable wheel

Ø 125 mm- Order number FMNUM

1

TrizactTM sleeves

Grit 300 - Order number 337DC/300/385x100

2

Surface conditioning belts 
Coarse - Order number VT/FE1/395x100 
Medium - Order number VT/FE2/395x100
Very fine - Order number VT/FE3/395x100 

1
2
1

Cloth zirc. abrasive belts
Grit 40 - Order number TZ59/40/385X100 
Grit 80 - Order number TZ59/80/385X100 
Grit 120 - Order number TZ59/120/385X100 

1
1
1

Cloth endless zirc belts 

Grit 80 - Order number  JF4T/80/675X40 
Grit 120 - Order number JF4T/120/675X40

1
1

Open velcro belts  
Ultra fine - Order number  FMGRT/SUF/60040
Fine - Order number  FMGRT/AF/60040
+ fastener - FMGRSL50030

2
2
1

Attachments

Flat spanner order number SMFLP24070
Pump order number  FMNUM/P

1
1

The composition of the set is merely informative and can be modified without notice.
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Your local dealer Produced by

Deugenietstraat 5 - 3150 Tildonk - Belgium

 + 32 16 61 85 85

  + 32 16 61 84 84

 info@cibo.be

 www.cibo.be


